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Jaipur is the royal capital of Rajasthan which is fondly named as the Pink City of India. This is the
cradle of the South Asia's well known jewel artisans and home for an exciting shopping. The city is
discovered by the ruler of Amber on November 18, 1727. From the international airport, it takes only
some hours to reach Jaipur city that offers stunning rich heritage, lush green hills, exotic wildlife,
sandy golden deserts and glittering lakes. The city is a famous tourist place and a commercial
location where various multinational companies invested in the place to provide services to both
local and international visitors.

The hotels in Jaipur are among the most impressive structures in the city. They are created to offer
tourists and travelers a vibrant, culturally rich and comfortable relaxation during their stay. Jaipur
holds a timeless beauty with its great reservoirs of architectural wonders that define the warm
hospitality of Indian traditions. The distinctive pink hue of the city has attracted many visitors from all
over the world. The various temples, forts and palaces offer a mystical appearance for the city. The
most enchanting structure in Jaipur is the City Palace. Other impressing creations are the Amber
Fort, located in a hill overlooking the Maota Lake, the pink and red sandstone Hawa Mahal or
Palace of Winds and the Jantar Mantar Observatory. The boosting tourism circuit has made the
development of many hotels in Jaipur with different types of services being offered.

Jaipur can provide all the requirements of guests with its large number of hotel properties along with
the different types of accommodations that include heritage, luxury or deluxe, budget and cheap
hotels. A number of business hotels are also available to supply the needs of business executives
who venture in the city. Budget Hotels in Jaipur allows all visitors to stay in a comfortable
accommodation without hurting their pockets. All the hotels in the city; however, offer decent and
comfortable place to stay for travelers.

Luxury Deluxe Hotels in Jaipur have a traditional etiquette combined with modern sophistications to
provide elegance in their facilities and services offered. These hotels provide the latest amenities
and recreational activities for their guests along with its delicious cuisines that leave all guests
spellbound. The bar decks for most Deluxe Hotels in Jaipur offer an aromatic scent from the
different drinks available that enchant guests making them decide to visit the city again. The
traditional hospitality of the staff and the recreational activities, dance events and folk music are well
appreciated by many guests. Budget Hotels in Jaipur are best recommended for economical
travelers as these have the most ideal accommodations with a classic atmosphere, awe-inspiring
architecture and great hospitality. Their classic infrastructure and splendid services are improved to
provide an unforgettable experience for their guests.
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